
Report on the Second Alumni Meet, organized by the University of Science and 
Technology Alumni Association (USTAA), Meghalaya at Central Auditorium, 
University of Science and Technology, Meghalaya on 22nd September, 2019 

To take a beautiful stroll down the memory lane of University days, USTAA 

organized its 2nd Annual Alumni Meet on 14th December, 2020. The main focal point of the 

celebration was to honour the distinguished Alumni who have brought laurels to their alma 

mater by the excellence in their field as well as to felicitate the Awardees of the University 

who have made outstanding contribution to the University in their spheres of profession. The 

alumni meet provides an opportunity to the students to interact with alumni and get gain 

some exposure about the available opportunities in industry and other areas. At the same 

time, the Alumni also feels good connect with the alma mater and be part of such event. 

Over two hundred alumni attended the function who beamed with excitement to return to 

their Alma Mater. 

Welcome address was delivered by Mr. Sankar Sinha, General Secretary, USTAA, 

inaugural Address was delivered by the Chief Guest Mahbubul Hoque, Honourable 

Chancellor, University of Science and Technology, Meghalaya addressed the gathering and 

graced the occasion with his presence. The Guest Honour of the occasion was Advocate 

Hafiz Rashid Choudhury, Sr. Advocate Gauhati High Court. The alumni namely  Mr. Nitish 

Gogoi, Mr. Udit Bhaskarjyoti Patar and Ms. Chayanika Baishya. shared their experience and 

events of their University life with the audience. They also spoke about their journey after 

they moved out of the campus and how USTM helped them become critical/independent 

thinkers and responsible citizens. The event also witnessed various song and dance 

performances by the students of USTM followed by the Vote of Thanks delivered by Mr. 

Arshad Firdous, President, USTAA 



Some glimpses of the Second Alumni Meet, 2020 

 

 



 


